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Easy Aquatak 100
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.EF0

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
IN CLEANING
The Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer provides an ideal solution for a 
variety of cleaning needs. Its lightweight and compact design makes it quick 
and easy to use, while its new high-efficiency pump and 1200 Watt Bosch series 
motor gives all the power you need to get the job done. Its 100 bar cleaning 
power and range of accessories with quick and easy connections ensures you 
have just the right tool for cleaning tasks around the house and garden.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
Great cleaning experience
The Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer is an 

all-round cleaning equipment, which can be operated single 

handedly. Its versatile way of removing dirt with the 

innovative 360° gun, makes it a great cleaning equipment.

Space saving & portable
This space-saving and lightweight machine has a low 
centre of gravity, which makes it very stable and easy to 
use. 

Saves time
Manual cleaning is much time consuming and it is quite 

hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. There is 

more consumption of water in manual cleaning, wherein 

Easy Aquatak 100 saves time and energy.

Self-priming
Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer can draw in 

water either from a container or from an open water 

course such as a lake or pond where running water 

sources are not available. 

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

Bosch Gun:
New 360° Compact gun provides full 
rotation of the nozzle helps cleaning 

hard to reach dirt even easier 

High Pressure Foam Nozzle: 
450ml capacity foam bottle for deeper 

cleaning on vehicles and waste bins 

Wash and Rinse Nozzle:
Variable fan jet providing forceful 
wash or gentle rinsing options 

Pressure Hose:
This 3m hose connects the washer and 
the lance. Once the trigger is on, water 

passes to the nozzle for cleaningFan Jet Nozzle New:
20°/ 80° Variable fan jet nozzle is a 
part of this kit

AQT 33 - 10
Old Range

MRP
`13,299



HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    1,100

Max. pressure(bar)    100

Max. flow rate(l/h)    270

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Series

Pump type     3 cylinder

Cable length     5m

Weight (without accessories)  3kg

Lances      Lance

Weight of machine    3kg

Hose length     3m

Hose type     PVC

Hose reel      Manual

High pressure hose reel   No

Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consume plenty of water every time. A solution to avoid wasting water is 
important for the environment.

Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer is 
designed well so that it consumes half a bucket 
of water when compared to manual cleaning.

Integrated auto-stop system enhances 
energy efficiency.

GET CLEANING WITH THE BOSCH EASY
AQUATAK 100 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove light dirt from small cars:
Vehicles need good care, removing dust and dirt out of it very often helps in 

better maintenance. Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer is the perfect aid 

for such cleaning processes as it comes with the new 360° gun that enables 

easy rotation and helps reach out to every nook and corner of the car. Due to its 

compact size and lightweight, anyone can work with this High Pressure Washer 

without much effort.

Removing dirt from air conditioner: 
Manual dirt removal from an air conditioner is not at all easy as it is tiring and 

time consuming task. Easy Aquatak 100 High Pressure Washer is a perfect 

solution for this task. It enables quick and easy removal of dirt from air conditioner 

with single handed operation.
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Easy Aquatak 110
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.FF0

AQT 33 - 11
Old Range
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VERSATILE
CLEANING EQUIPMENT
At times cleaning your hatchback, two wheeler or even the outdoor furniture 
may turn out to be a tedious task due to endless preparation and huge time 
consumption, without the right washing equipment. The revolutionary Easy 
Aquatak 110 High Pressure Washer with 1300 Watt Bosch series motor 
gives all the power you need to finish all your cleaning tasks quickly, 
perfectly and effortlessly.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
Great cleaning experience
The Easy Aquatak 110 High Pressure Washer has 

practical and versatile way of removing dirt, it also 

provides extra performance for all your occasional 

cleaning tasks, making it a great cleaning equipment.

Space saving & portable
The safe and convenient in-use storage of gun and 

lightweight machine has a low centre of gravity, which 

makes it very stable and easy to use. 

Saves time 
Manual cleaning is much time consuming and it is quite 

hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. There is 

more consumption of water in manual cleaning, wherein 

Easy Aquatak 110 saves time and energy.

Self-priming
Easy Aquatak 110 High Pressure Washer is capable of 

drawing water either from a container or from an open 

water course, such as a lake or pond where running 

water sources are not available. 

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

Bosch Gun:
The Bosch high pressure gun controls the whole 
mechanism such as the flow of water, change of 
mode, etc. with the help of trigger in it

Pressure Hose:  
This 5m hose connects the washer and 
the lance. Once the trigger is on, water 

passes to the lance for cleaning

Fan Jet Nozzle:
Enables quick cleaning of any area perfectly

High Pressure
Foam Nozzle (New): 
450ml capacity foam bottle attached 
directly to the lance for deeper 
cleaning on vehicles and waste bins

Roto Nozzle: 
A rotary nozzle with powerful 
oscillating head is a part of this set

MRP
`14,899



TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    1,300

Max. pressure(bar)    110

Max. flow rate(l/h)    330

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Series

Pump type     3 cylinder

Cable length     5m

Weight (without accessories)  3.8kg

Lances      Lance

Nozzles      Rotary nozzle

Weight of machine    3.8kg

Hose length     3m

Hose type     PVC

Pump material     All metal High pressure hose reel   No

Hose reel      Manual

HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consume plenty of water every time. A solution to avoid wasting water is 
important for the environment.

Easy Aquatak 110 High Pressure Washer is 
designed well so that it consumes half a bucket 
of water when compared to manual cleaning.

Integrated auto-stop system, enhances 
energy efficiency.

GET CLEANING WITH THE BOSCH EASY
AQUATAK 110 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove heavy dirt from a hatchback / motorbike:
A regular cleaning task such as hatchback car / motorbike is tedious while 

doing manually. Easy Aquatak 110 High Pressure Washer is the perfect 

equipment for such cleaning processes. Since it is handy and lightweight, 

everyone can work with this high pressure washer.

Cleaning outdoor furniture: 
Outdoor furniture is always in contact with dust and water, so it is inevitable to 

clean them often. The Easy Aquatak 110 with new fan jet nozzle is an apt 

cleaning solution. 
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Easy Aquatak 120
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.9F1
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THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR
EFFORTLESS CLEANING
The Easy Aquatak 120 High Pressure Washer provides an ideal effortless 
solution for a variety of cleaning needs. Its compact design makes it quick 
and easy to use, while its new high-efficiency pump and 1500 watts Bosch 
series motor gives you all the power you need to get the job done. Its 120 
bar cleaning power and range of accessories with quick and easy 
connections ensures you have just the right tool for cleaning tasks around 
the house and garden.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
Great cleaning experience
The Easy Aquatak 120 has practical and versatile way of 

removing dirt, it also provides extra performance for all 

your occasional cleaning tasks making it a great cleaning 

equipment.

Easy to use, Award winning design
It has a practical design where all the accessories are 
stored on the unit itself, and it has quick and easy 
connections throughout. 

Space saving & portable
This space-saving and lightweight machine has a low 

centre of gravity, which makes it very stable and thus 

easy to use. 

Saves time
Manual cleaning is much time consuming also it is quite 

hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. 

Excessive water is consumed in manual cleaning. Easy 

Aquatak 120 is manufactured in order to save time and 

energy.

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

New Bosch Gun:
The Bosch high pressure gun controls the whole 
mechanism such as the flow of water, change of 
mode, etc. with the help of trigger in it

Pressure Hose:  
This 5m hose connects the washer and 
the lance. Once the trigger is on, water 

passes to the lance for cleaning

Fixed Fan-Jet Nozzle:
Enables quick cleaning of any area perfectly

High Pressure Foam Nozzle: 
This 450ml foam nozzle can be 

connected to the lance when you need to 
add detergent for cleaning process

Lance:
Extension for Bosch gun helps the 
user in cleaning without moving the 
machine every now and then

MRP
`14,999

Roto Nozzle: 
A rotary nozzle with powerful oscillating 

head is a part of this set

AQT 33 - 11
5m hose 
350 l/h flow rate

Old Range



HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consume plenty of water every time. A solution to avoid wasting water is 
important for the environment.

Easy Aquatak 120 High Pressure Washer is 
designed well so that it consumes half a bucket 
of water when compared to manual cleaning.

Integrated auto-stop system enhances 
energy efficiency.

GET CLEANING WITH THE BOSCH EASY
AQUATAK 120 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove heavy dirt from small cars: 
Maintaining the vehicle out of dirt and mud is regular cleaning task that 

everyone comes across. Easy Aquatak 120 High Pressure Washer is the 

perfect aid for such cleaning processes. It is very handy and has simple 

mechanism, everybody can work with this high pressure washer without much 

effort.

Removing dirt from driveways: 
All household cleaning tasks such as removing dirt from driveways, cleaning 

outdoor furniture, window panes and washroom tiles etc. can be done perfectly 

with this Easy Aquatak 120 High Pressure Washer.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    1,500

Max. pressure(bar)    120

Max. flow rate(l/h)    350

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Series

Pump type     3 cylinder

Pump material     All metal

Cable length     5m

Weight (without accessories)  4kg

Lances      Lance

Weight of machine    4kg

Hose length     5m

Hose type     PVC

High pressure hose reel   No



Universal Aquatak 125
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.AF0
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INNOVATIVE CLEANING
EQUIPMENT FROM BOSCH 
The Universal Aquatak 125 High Pressure Washer is the quick and effortless 
solution for a range of outside cleaning tasks. Its 125 bar pump delivers the 
effective cleaning power you require, and its quick and easy push fit 
connections to ensure you can start work quickly, as no extensive assembly 
is required. The 3-in-1 nozzle, featuring fan, rotary and pencil jet settings 
enables you to take care of a variety of cleaning tasks quickly and 
effectively. The high-pressure detergent nozzle enables you to apply 
detergent even faster.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
Great cleaning experience
Aquatak 125 with a pump upgrade, HP foam system & 
new 3-in-1 nozzle with high power Pencil Jet provides an 
exceptionally good cleaning. 

Easy to use
A folding and extending handle and the new lifting handle 
enables easy movement of the machine while working 
without much effort.

Compact & portable 
This compact and light weight machine has a low centre 
of gravity thus makes it easy to carry wherever we want 
and thus easy to use. 

Saves time
Manual cleaning is much time consuming also it is quite 
hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. 
Excessive water is consumed in manual cleaning. Easy 
Aquatak 125 is manufactured in order to save time and 
energy.

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

Lance: 
Extension for Bosch gun helps the 
user in cleaning without moving 
the machine every now and then

High Pressure Hose: 
This 5m hose connects the
washer and the lance.
Once the trigger is on water
passes to the lance for cleaning

New 3-in-1 Nozzle with Pencil Jet:
Three different modes, i.e. Rotary, 

Fan-jet and a low pressure detergent 
intake are integrated in this nozzle

High Pressure Gun: 
The Bosch high pressure gun controls 
the whole mechanism such as the flow 
of water, change of mode, etc. with the 

help of trigger in it

High Pressure Foam Bottle Nozzle: 
This 450ml foam nozzle can be 

connected to the lance for pouring 
detergent with high pressure for better 

cleaning process

Water Filter:  
The water filter helps in easy 
maintenance and also pump 
protection is carried out

MRP
`17,499

AQT 35 - 12
Old Range



HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consume plenty of water every time. A solution to avoid wasting water is 
important for the environment. 

Universal Aquatak 125 High Pressure Washer is 
designed well so that it consumes half a bucket 
of water when compared to manual cleaning.

Integrated auto-stop system enhances 
energy efficiency.

GET CLEANING WITH THE BOSCH UNIVERSAL
AQUATAK 125 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove heavy dirt from SUV / Jeep: 
Maintenance of vehicles from heavy dirt and mud is regular cleaning task that 

everyone comes across. Normal cleaning process will not be helpful while 

removing mud and grease from hard to reach areas like wheel housing. 

Universal Aquatak 125 High Pressure Washer with the new 3-in-1 nozzle is 

feasible for such heavy dirt cleaning processes.

Cleaning sunshade:
Accumulation of dust and dirt on hard to reach areas like sunshade / rooftop is 

a tedious cleaning task. Universal Aquatak 125 High Pressure Washer set 

comes with the new 3-in-1 nozzle integrated with a high power pencil jet 

which makes it an easy job.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    1,500

Max. pressure(bar)    125

Max. flow rate(l/h)    360

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Series

Pump type     3 cylinder

Cable length     5m

Weight (without accessories)  6.8kg

Lances      Lance

Nozzles      3-in-1 nozzle

Handle type     Folding

Handle height     0.87m

Weight of machine    6.8kg

Pump material     All metal Hose reel      Manual

Hose length     5m



MRP
`20,999

Universal Aquatak 130
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.BF0
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SEAMLESS CLEANING
WITH PERFECTION
The Universal Aquatak 130 High Pressure Washer is the quick and effortless 
solution for a range of outside cleaning tasks. Its 130 bar pump delivers the 
effective cleaning power you require, and its quick and easy push fit connections 
to ensure you can start work quickly, as no extensive assembly is required. The 
3-in-1 nozzle, featuring fan, rotary and pencil jet settings enables you to take care 
of a variety of cleaning tasks quickly and effectively. The high-pressure detergent 
nozzle enables you to apply detergent even faster.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER

Great cleaning experience 
Aquatak 130 with a pump upgrade, HP foam system & 

new 3 in 1 nozzle with high power Pencil Jet provides an 

exceptionally good cleaning. 

Easy to use
A folding and extending handle and the new lifting handle 
enables easy movement of the machine while working 
without much effort.

Compact & portable
This compact and light weight machine has a low centre 

of gravity thus makes it easy to carry wherever we want 

and thus easy to use. 

Saves time
Manual cleaning is much time consuming also it is quite 
hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. 
Excessive water is consumed in manual cleaning. Easy 
Aquatak 130 is manufactured in order to save time and 
energy.

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

High Pressure Gun: 
The Bosch high pressure gun controls the 
whole mechanism such as the flow of 
water, change of mode etc. with the help 
of trigger in it 

High Pressure Hose: 
This 6 m hose connects the washer 

and the lance. Once the trigger is 
on, water passes to the lance for 

cleaning Lance:
Extension for Bosch gun helps 
the user in cleaning without 
moving the machine every now 
and then

New 3-in-1 Nozzle:
Three different modes, 
i.e. Rotary, Fan-jet and a low 
pressure detergent intake are 
integrated in this nozzle 

Water Filter: 
The water filter helps in easy maintenance 

and also pump protection is carried out 

High Pressure Detergent Nozzle: 
This 450ml foam nozzle can be 

connected to the lance when you 
need to add detergent for cleaning 

process 

AQT 37 - 13
Old Range
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GET CLEANING WITH THE BOSCH UNIVERSAL
AQUATAK 130 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove heavy dirt from SUV:  
Maintenance of vehicles from heavy dirt and mud is regular cleaning task 
that everyone comes across. Normal cleaning process will not be helpful 
while removing mud and grease from hard to reach areas like wheel 
housing. Universal Aquatak 130 High Pressure Washer with new 3-in-1 
nozzle is feasible for such heavy dirt cleaning processes from big vehicle 
such as a van, SUVs etc.

Cleaning garage:
Grease and other sticky materials are very hard to remove from garage floors. 
Bosch Universal Aquatak 130 high pressure foam nozzle and new 3-in-1 
nozzle make sure that this job is done with perfection in less time.

HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consume plenty of water every time. A solution to 
avoid wasting water is important for the environment.

Universal Aquatak 130 High Pressure Washer is designed well so that it consumes half a bucket 
of water when compared to manual cleaning.

Integrated auto-stop system enhances energy efficiency.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Motor power(W)    1,700

Max. pressure(bar)    130

Max. flow rate(l/h)    380

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Series

Pump type     3 cylinder

Weight (without accessories)  7.8kg

Lances      Lance

Nozzles      3-in-1 nozzle

Handle type     Folding

Handle height     0.87m

Weight of machine    7.8kg

Hose length     6m

Pump material     All metal Hose reel      Manual

Hose type     PVC

Cable length     5m High pressure hose reel   No



Advanced Aquatak 140
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.DF0

AQT 45 - 14X
Old Range
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DEFINING PERFECT
CLEANING
Bosch Advanced Aquatak 140 High Pressure Washer is a fantastic way to do 
the cleaning jobs around your home and garden as it delivers a powerful and 
quality performance. It has practical storage for cables and hoses and is 
equipped with a high-pressure washer to take water from both the mains and 
an external source. The extra cylinder gives high performance and durability, 
and its compact design has a host of practical features to ensure an amazing 
cleaning performance wherever you need it.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
Powerful
High performance cleaning for the most stubborn dirt.

Practical & portable
Practical storage for cable and gun. Large rubber treaded 
wheel enables easy mobility.  

Environment friendly
Cleaning is done with less water as compared to manual 
cleaning, which saves a lot of water.

Saves time
 It takes 5 minutes to wash a two wheeler on a regular day 
and 10 minutes to wash a four wheeler on a regular day.

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?
Telescopic Handle: The washer has a 
telescopic handle that enables easy 
mobility

Bosch Gun: The Bosch high pressure gun 
controls the whole mechanism such as flow 
of water, change of mode, etc. with the help 
of trigger in it

High-pressure Hose: The 8m Bosch high 
pressure hose controls the whole 

mechanism such as flow of water, change 
of mode, etc. with the help of trigger in it

Variable Fan Jet Nozzle: Thicker body 
for better grip and operation. Also it is 
very easy to handle, fix and store

Rotory Nozzle: The all new brass and 
ceramic nozzle producing smoother 
operation and a sharper cleaning jet

Wheels:  Large, all-terrain rubber wheels are 
designed for easy movement of washer in all 

sorts of surface

Hose Reel: 
Integrated socket for placing hose

along with the washer

High Pressure Foam Nozzle Detergent:
A 550ml detergent enables fast 

application of detergent when required

MRP
`45,150



GET CLEANING WITH BOSCH ADVANCED
AQUATAK 140 HIGH PRESSURE WASHER

Remove heavy dirt from a van:  
Maintaining bigger vehicles such as Van, from heavy dirt and mud is a tiring 
task. Manual cleaning process will not be helpful while removing mud and 
grease from hard to reach areas like wheel housing. Advanced Aquatak 140 
High Pressure Washer with the advanced rotary fan jet and detergent nozzle 
is ideal for cleaning such bigger vehicle.

HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Washing cars and domestic cleaning tasks consumes plenty of water every time and solution to 
avoid wasting water is important for the environment.

The Advanced Aquatak 140 High Pressure Washer has been designed to consume not only less 
water but also less electricity with an auto-stop system where it consumes only half a bucket of 
water as compared to cleaning manually.
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Cleaning driveways: 
Advanced Aquatak High Pressure Washer is a perfect all-rounder cleaning 
equipment great for being wheeled out every weekend, it has enough power 
to do most of the outdoor cleaning tasks like cleaning driveways, outdoor 
furniture and is a perfect choice for someone who owns a big car.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    2,100

Max. pressure(bar)    140

Max. flow rate(l/h)    450

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Pump type     3 cylinder

Pump material     All metal

Weight (without accessories)  17.6kg

Lances      Lance

Handle type     Telescopic

Weight of machine    18kg

Hose length     8m

Hose type     PU

Hose reel      Easy-Roll

Cable length     5m Tool dimensions (L x W x H)  330 x 370 x 735 mm

High pressure hose reel   Yes



MRP
`48,999

Advanced Aquatak 160
High Pressure Washer
Part Number: 0.600.8A7.8F0

THE EFFICIENT 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
With the Advanced Aquatak 160, Bosch is expanding the advanced class 
with two especially powerful and robust tools for thoroughly cleaning 
stubborn dirt. For the first time ever, the two models feature a four-cylinder 
‘Quad’ pump that has been optimized for efficiency, offering a higher 
performance while also featuring a more compact design than the 
conventional three-cylinder pump.

LIFESTYLE CAR WASHER
High performance
Compact performance through QUAD pump technology 
provides higher performance.

Practical and portable
Advanced Aquatak 160 High Pressure Washer is sturdy 
with quiet running extra-large rubber coated wheels for 
easy mobility and also a telescopic handle which is 
integrated to pull the washer for comfort.

Durability and reliability
High-efficiency pump is less stressed so gives longer 
service even if the user opts for frequent use.

Saves time
 Manual cleaning is much time consuming also it is quite 
hard to achieve a good result in perfect cleaning. 
Excessive water is consumed in manual cleaning. 
Advanced Aquatak 160 is manufactured in order to save 
time and energy.

WHAT IS IN THE KIT?

Standard Lance: Extension for Bosch 
gun helps the user in cleaning without 

moving the machine every now and then

Steel Armed Hose: 
Advanced steel armed 

hose is a part of this 
Advanced Aquatak 160 
High Pressure Washer, 

this provides more 
durability to the hose

Metal Water Filter: The metal water 
filter helps in easy maintenance of 

the washer and also pump 
protection is carried out

Variable Fan Jet Lance: A variable 
fan jet lance accompanies with the 

Advanced Aquatak 160 High 
Pressure Washer

High Pressure Foam Nozzle with 
Regulator:
A high pressure foam nozzle with 
regulator can be connected to the lance 
when you need to add detergent for 
cleaning process

Bosch Metal Gun: The Advanced Aquatak comes 
with a more powerful Metal Gun exclusively 
designed for perfect cleaning result

Roto Lance: An 
additional lance with 
roto nozzle along 
with it is a part of 
this High pressure 
washer 
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GET CLEANING WITH 
ADVANCED AQUATAK 160 

Cleaning of heavy vehicle: 
Heavy vehicles like mini truck, lorry are used roughly in most of the cases. 
Chances of getting dirt are much higher for such vehicles. If we opt for manual 
cleaning, it consumes hours and wastage of water will also be high.
Advanced Aquatak 160 is greatly helpful for all those who are looking for a 
cleaning equipment which can be used on a regular basis.

Cleaning a garage: A small scale industry like garages are hard to clean 
manually as it takes more time and water for this task. Advanced Aquatak 160 is 
a perfect buy option for large scale frequent use and also for domestic cleaning 
purposes.

HOW IS IT ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY?
Domestic cleaning tasks and cleaning cars consumes plenty of water every time. A solution to 
avoid wasting water is important for the environment.

The Advanced Aquatak 160 High Pressure Car Washer has been designed to consume not only 
less water but also less electricity with an auto-stop system where it consumes only half a 
bucket of water as compared to manual cleaning.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Motor power(W)    2,600

Max. pressure(bar)    160

Max. flow rate(l/h)    570

Max. flow temperature(°C)  40°C

Self priming capability   0.5m

Detergent system    High pressure
       foam

Motor type     Induction

Pump type     4 cylinder

Pump material     All metal

Cable length     5m

Handle type      Telescopic

Handle height     1m

Hose length     8m

Hose type     Steel Armed

High pressure hose reel   Yes



The High Pressure Washer Range 
From Bosch

Part No.: F 016 800 508 Part No.: F 016 800 509

Part No.: F 016 800 536

Foam

16

270 l/h

1,100 W

3 kg 3.8 kg 4 kg
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Exceptionally Ideal for 
Outdoor Cleaning



Bosch Limited, Power Tool Division,
PA – AT Complex, Hosur Road, Adugodi,
Bangalore – 560030. Customer Contact Center

1800 42508665
Email : bpt@in.bosch.com
www.bosch-garden.co.in

 
Aquatak Car Washers

Tackle outdoor
cleaning tasks effortlessly

The Easy, Universal & Advanced
Range of High pressure washers 


